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Weight, W= rnq.

_ Standard acceleration of r_ity,
g=9.gO6m/sec2 = 32.1 _2f_; _sec3

W
J_lass, m =--

_ Density (mass per unit volume), o

=- _ _
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' ............. - AERONA_CAL SYMBOLS.
...... w .....

: . 1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS.

: Metric.- - | . English. [ _ -" _ - "

- - Symbol.-- _i ..... !
, I Unit. I Symbot. ] Unit. : • Symbol.

I ] i

........ Length.._! l meter; .................. ] m. i foot (or mi}e) ........... ft. (or mi.). ,
_-- _.... _ _ _me ..... i t. I second ..................... ] sec. i second _or hour) ....... see. (or h_). __r -- -- o

' " ;_ force .... /r t weight of one kilogram.. .... i kg. _ weight of one pound .... lb. -- .....

ower... P .......... ',horsepower ......... IP . _ ' -'"
"-: [Speed I m,/see ' - r m n _ *'mi.qar ...... M "- - :

.............. 2. GENERAL SYMBQ_LS, ETC_ - ........

Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.223 kg/m.S .........

_ =0.07635 lb/ft, r

Moliieht of inert:in, rnl:_ (indicate axis of the ....

radius of gyration, k, by proper subscript).

Area, S; wing area, S_, etc.

Gap, G _ _
Standard density of dry air, 0.1247 (kg.-m.- Span, b; chord lengtl{,c.

see.) at 15.6_C. and 760 mm.=0.00237 (lb.- Aspect ratio=b/c
ft.-see.) Distance from c. g. to elevator hinge, f.

Coefficient of viscosity, #.

3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS.

_=

V_

True airspeed, V
1

Dynamic (or impact) presstire, q-2 pV 2

L

Lift, L; absolute coefficient (_=ff-_

Dihedral angle,

Number = p,_., where I is a linear di-Reyn(,hls
P

. mension.

e, g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 mi/hr.,

Drag, D; absolute coefficient C,=(_. 280.,000;n°rmalpressiJxe, 0°C: 255,000 and at 15.6°C,

Cross-wind force, 6'.; absolute coefficient or for a model of 10 cm. chord, 40 m/sec., ....

C=U corresponding numbers are 299,000 and
o qS ..... 270,ooo

, Resultant force, R Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of distance

(Note that these coefficients are twice as of C. P. from leading edge to chord length),
large as the old coefficients L¢, D,.) Co.

Angle of setting of wings (relatSve to thrust Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to
line), i_ lower wing. (it--_w)_a .......... :

Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to Angle of attack, a
thrust ..... Angle of downwash,lindit • _ - ...... :
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REPORT No. 176.

A CONSTANT PRESSURE BOMB.

By F. W. _TEVENS.

SUMMARY.

This report describes a new optical nwthod of unusual simplicity and good accuracy suit-
able to the study of the kinetics of _xplosivc gaseous reactions; it de_tls with a part of an

investigatiotl of the rates of exph)sive gaseous reactions being carried out at the Bureau of
Standards at the request of and with the supp(_rt of the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics.
The device is the complement of the spherical bomb of constant volume, and extends the

al)plicability of the rehttionship, pv = _R T for gaseous equilibrium conditions, to the use of both

factors p and v.
The method substitutes for the mechanical complications of a manometer placed at some

distance from the seat of reaction the possibility of allowing the radiant effects of the reaction

to record themselves directly upon a sensitive fihn.

It is possible the device may be of use in the study of the photo-electric effects of radiation.
The method makes possible a greater precision in the measurement of normal flame veloci-

ties than was previously possible.
An application of the method in the investigation of the rehttionship between flame velocity

and the concentration of the reacting components, for the simple reaction 2CO ÷02_zC02,

s describes the reaction.
shows that the equation k = C2:_Co2

An approximate analysis shows that the increase of pressure and density ahead of the

flame is negligible until the velocity of the flame approaches that of sound.

INTRODUCTION.

In the study of the reactions of explosive gaseous mixtures a number of methods have

been developed suitable to the particular end in view. For the most part these investigations
have followed one or the other of two well-defined directions: A study of the equilil)rium con-

ditions of the reactions; or a study of the kinetics of the problem.
For the first case the more general and more widely understood expressions of thermody-

namics were at first largely employed in these investigations following their extended and

successful use in the theory of the steam engine. Lately, however, the more complete descrip-

tion of equilibrium conditions of explosive reactions as indicated by the mass law has found

wide application by many different methods2

For the second case the mass law has furnished the chief guidance for the investigations

and has interpreted the resnlts. In the earlier studies of this phase of the reaction the classical

methods of procedure were employed. Bodenstein _ extended these methods into temperature

ranges closely approaching the ignition temperature of the gases. When the ignition tempera -
ture is reached, and the reaction is accompanied by flame, the classical methods of investiga-

tion are no longer app]icable, owing to the sharply localized and rapidly moving area of reaction

1 "W. Nernst: Die Thcorctischen u. expcrimenh_llen Grundl_gen des neuen _,V_,rmesatzes. IIaile, 1918, p. 13.

Max. Bodenstein: Gasreaktionen in dcr chemischcn Kinetic. Z.f. Physik, Chernie. 29, 1899.
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indicated by the flame as distinguished from the undifferentiated transformations taking place
throughout the entire volume. The short duration of the process also precludes tile ordinary
methods of chemical analysis during tlle course of the reaction. As a consequence of this, and
because no suitable method has been dt_veloped for following the kim_tics of the reaction into
the flame itself, little is kno_m of the kinetics of explosive gaseous reactiousd

Tlle apparent irregularities that are observed to occur in tile course of the reaction par-
ticularly within closed bombs and within the cylinders of internal combustion engines, their
evident relation to pressure, reaction velocity, temperature, and photo-electric effect _ are now
tlle major unsolved problems in engine theory and practice as they likewise are in the kinetics
of gaseous reactions. 5

The possibilities of the constant pressure bomb in the study of the kinetics of gaseous
explosions is suggested in the following description:

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS.

The complement of the spherical bomb of constant volmne fired from the center would be

a spherical bomb of constant pressure fired likewise from tile center. This may be closely
realized for flame velocities, not too near. tile velocity of sound, by holding temporarily the
explosive gaseous mixture within a soap fihn. This arrangement, for gases that do not react
upon the container, has tile advantage of being transparent and of permitting the course of the

explosive wave to be followed photographically with high precision. Also, since tile equi-
librium conditions are only special cases of the kinetics of the problems, ttle method permits an
investigation of tile thermodynamics of these conditions, since ttle photograph records the
initial and final volmnes as well as the intermediate volume changes.

Ill actual practice a bubble, b (see dia_am, fig. 1), of convenient size, is blown with the

gaseous mixture whose composition is known. The orifice holding the bubble is provided
with an adjustahle plunger, p, carr_-ing tlle insulated ignition wires and having at its lower end
a spark gap, c, across which an ignition spark may be sent. After tile bubble is blown the

spark gap is adjusted as nearly as may be to ttle center. The lowering of the plunger also seals
the bubble. Behind tile bubble is a black screen o_-o, having a narrow, t!orizontal, translucent

slit that can be illuminated so that the position of tile sparker relative to tlle bounding surfaces
of the bubble at either side of it may be photographed and determined while ttle photographic
fihn is stationary. This record is shown in the photographic Figure 2 at ,_. In front, of the
bubble is tile camera focused upon the spark gap. Behihd tile lens and as close as possible to

the photo_aphic film is placed another screen, s', having a ve_7 narrow, horizontal slit through
which the progress of tile flame image after ignition can be followed only along the horizontal

diameter of the bubble. This horizontal motion of the flame outward from the spark gap is
recorded by the camera on a sensitive film attached to a drum that rotates so that the motion

"(if the photographic film is at right angles to the motion'of tlle flame. Tile motion of the pho-
tographic film, during this exposure, is determined by imposing upon it the time record of a

calibrated fork, t. These well-de_ned intervals, together with the record of the ignition spark,
i, are shown also in the photographic Figure 2 at/. The line made by tile composition of these
two motions at right angles to each other, where the motion of one, the film, is known, permits

the determination of the flame velocity in space and a continuous record of the volume changes.

THEORETICAL.

The question will naturally arise as to the pressure conditions ahead of the flame during
these processes; for the concentration of the reacting components, and hence the velocity of
reaction, is gravely affected by pressure. The velocity varies as the square of the pressure in
a tri-molecular reaction such as the one shown in Figure 2 for _ CO + 02.e This figure shows, as

: Max. Bodenstein: Casreaktio,wn in der ehemixehcn Kinetic. Z.f. Physik, Chemie. 29, 1899, p. 147.
_,'m. C. Mc_F. Lewis: A System of Physical C!lemistry, Vol. In, pp. 134 145.
H. R. Ricardo: Automobile Ensnecrj February. 1921.

* J'. H. Van't Itoff: Lo_etures on Theoretical and Physical Chemistry, pt. 1, p. 238.
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do all the photographic records for velocities not too close to the velocity of sound, that the

velocity during the reaction remains const,'mt.
An analysis by F. B. Silsbee of these conditions as riley apply to the present method

is given at the end of this paper. This indicates that the pressure effects ahead of the fame

are negligible until the (lame velocity approaches that of sound.
As to tile.effect the soap film container may have on the reaction, the film usually breaks

soon after ignition, forming many small drops. None of the photographs taken for velocity

measurements, however, show any disturbance in the rate of flame movement to indicate

the instant of rupture of the film. For very slow reactions the film may not break till the fame

reaches it, and in nearly every case there is considerable diste31tion before rupture takes place.

If the rupture was accompanied by any considerable change of pressure, the effect would show

at once in a corresponding change of velocity. For reactions of high velocity, there are indica-

tions that t.lte soap film reflects the impulse wave (or at least a part of it) starting with the

ignition. Where this reflected wave meets with the outgoing flame surface, an ahnost instan-
taneous increase in velocity takes place following the corresponding increase at this point in

the concentration of the gases file flame is entering.
The effe('t of a change in initi_fl temperature under constant pressure conditions is small

and need not be taken up here since the initial temperature condition of the method is practi-

cally limited to atmospheric temperature. The pressure, however, may be varied over wide

limits.
GaS inlet - _L---

t

t

8 t

F/g.I o,

The velocity of the flame in space, as indicated l)yFigure 2, is not the actual rate at which
the mixture ()f explosive gases is transformed, 1)ut this latter, more fundamental value, is

easily obtained from the above record as the folh)wing general consideration _:ill show.
Conceive the flame front w, Figure 3, held stationary by the flow of the explosive mixture

against it at the rate s at which the flame would advance in the stationary gas. Let s' be the
rate at which the products of combustion leave the flame, and let p and p' represent their

corresponding densities; then
p,_ = pVSP

and

4 a t 4 _3
p_a = p 31r,_

e

where a and A represent the initial and final radii of tlle gaseous spheres.

pr a _ 8

8 t (t s

A
and since s'-

t

where t is the time of the reaction.

a 3
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The dimensions of s are therefore

and this defines the reaction velocity for the form taken by an explosive wave. A number

of expressions have been suggested for this magnitude as slow burning, normal burning, and

mass burning veloeityY
PRECISION OF MEASUREMENTS,

Under ordinary working conditions the method is capable of an accuracy of about 2 per

cent. The accuracy in recording the time element is within one-tenth of 1 per cent; the meter-

ing and gas purity within 2 per cent.; the reduction of photogTaphic

dimensions, about 2 per cent. The (,hief difficulty is met with in detcr-

mining the end point of the re'fetich, a value affecting both .4 and I.

Naturally this error is _eatest for high velocities and least for the low

ones. The precision of measurement is also influenced by the degree of

sharpness of the photographic record; the actinic properties of the flame

diffcring for different gases and for different mixtures of those gases.

APPLICATION.

Some directions in which the device may be applied suggest themselves

from its analogy to the bomb of constant volume, over which it has the
advantage of substituting a direct optical record for that of a material

manometel" situated more or loss remote from the seat of reaction.

It was in an investigation of explos-

ive gaseous reactions and flame move- w

ment that it was developed and for

which purposes it seems well adapted. _
It is also possible it may find applica-
tion in studies of radiation. For the F/.q.3 w
detcrmim_ti(m of flame vclocities its

precision much exceeds that of the Bunsen-Gouy _ method. Results by

the two methods agree within the limits of experimental error2

A series of measm'ements carried out by this method to determine the

reaction velocity s over tile possible mixture ratios that would ignite, shows
that for the reaction

_a.2 2C0 + 02_2 C02,
8

k= C_ oCo 2

where s is the flame vdoeity relative to the reacting components and C_o and Co2 their partial

pressures, k, the velocity factor, is found to be remarkably constant for this reaction over

the entire range of mixture ratios. These results are expressed in the following table:

T Flamm u. Macho: Die Vcrbrcnnung ctnes cxploslvcn C,usgemischcs in Gcschlosscncm Gcf_iss..qitzungsb(,richtc II. a, 126, p. 38, Kaiser. A karl.

d. Wissenschaftcn in Wien, 1917.

I M. GOLly: ReOmrchcs Photomctrique sur los Flammcs Calores. Ann. de Chemic ct de Phy__iquc (5). 18,1879.

* W. Michclson: Uber die norm_lc Entziindungsgegchwingligkeit Explosiver Gaggcmischc. Ann. d. Physik u. Chemic 37, 1889, p. 1.
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Per cent CO CO_X O,.
in Ot+ CO.

30 O. 06.30
• 796

35 .0_839
43.5 .1069
47 .1170
48 .1200
5O .12"o0
,50.5 .1260
5.3.5 . I340
55 .1260
56 .13RO
56 .1380
57 .1390
57.5 .1390

58.5 I .1420
60 .1470
61 .14,50
63 .1470
69 .1480
74 .1420
80.5 .1260
82.5 ,119O
86 .1040
91 . _)530

Velocity kobserve_l,
era/see. - C%o Co,.

44 699
53.5 672
66- 711
77- 720
g_. 5 695
g.1 7Ol
87 696
88 697,
94 7110
94 691
93 674
97 703
98 701
96. 5 693
97.5 687
99. 5 675

ion 689
102 727
104 705
100. 5 702
90.5 716
82 688
66.5 642
33 622

k = 602

APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF THE PRESSURES AHEAD OF THE FLAME.

A rigorous sohltion of the mathematical problem of comI)uting the development of pressure
ahcad of the flame in this experiment wmlhl be exceedingly difficult. An approximate analysis,

however, can be carried through if the effects of the soap film are neglected, by first assuming

that the gases, both before and after combustion are incompressible fluids. This means that

during the progress of the flame the density of the gas has the eonstan_ value po outside of the
spherical flame surface and the constant value Pl inside. If r r is the radius of the flame surface
at any instant, and if we consider the motion of a particle which wa._ originally loeatcd at a

radius ay where a is the initial radius of the bubble and y a parameter numerically less than
unity, then assuming that the flame surface has negligible thickness, the conservation of mass

gives us the equation
4 s 4 4 (1)
3 xp/rf +_ _rpo (r,/s :_ rl S) -----_IrPo a'ag s

where r:_ is the radius at which the particle tinder consideratioll is situated at any later instant.
Equation (1) merely expresses the fact that the mass of material inside the sphere of radius rv
is the same as that initially inside a sphere of radius ay.

As has been shown above the normal burning of the gas occurs at such a rate that both the

velocity of the flame in space (s') and of the flame relative to the gas (s) are constant. We

• (2)may therefore write rt = s't ,6

where t is the time elapsed since the ignition occurred. Also we may abbreviate by writing

oofA _ (3)
_=_, a-_

for the ratio of the densities. (g is thus the ratio of final to initial diameter ()f the bubble and

may be directly observed.) *
Inserting these relations in equati,)n (1) gives

:: (1__) (4)rv = _/a ?f +s '_ P

as the radius at which a particle originally ._t a distance ay, will he Situated at time t.

Differentiation with respect to t regarding y as constant gives

S'S (1 -(_) 42 (5)

as the velocity in space of the gas particle at time t.
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A second differentiation gives

(6)
5_ ry 5

as the acceleration experienced by a particle, of the gas located at a distance ry at a time t.
Since the acceleration can be causbd only by pressure gradient at the particle in question,

we may write

b2ry_bp
- po b-lf-_ (7)

where p is the pressure.

Integrating with respect to r gives

_ t 4

where P0 is the constant (ff integwati(m and is equal to the normal initial atmospheric pressure.

It will be noted that p is a function ()f t, and that all the equations from (4) onward applyr

only for points outsi(Ic the flame surface. At this surface-has it,_ greatest value which is and
(S) then becomes r

, ,2 (3Po'S (1 l (o,
Equation (9) thus indicates the maximum value of the pressure wave ]usi ahead of the flame.

Since the normal velocity of somld is given l)y

Po

where t: is the ratio of specific heats, we may rewrite, equation (9) as

p: p.(1 + _- C_ -

Fro" (70 and O_ mixture s' st,ldom exceeds 12 m;'scc. (39.4 fi./sec.) whib_ C has the value

8 t

330 m./sec. (1083 ft./see.) Hence U_.036 and the second term in the ])racket in equation

(10) is less than 0025. The compress/_n in a gas resulting from such t_ change of pressure is of

course proportionally slight and we thus see t]mt the initial a_,_umption that no compression
occurs was justified in the case of reactions whose velocity is small compared with that of soun([.

Since the gas inside the flame surface is at re,st the velocity of each l)article of gas is checked
and reduced from the value s'- s to zero as the flame overtakes it. The pressure on the inside

o1" the flame must therefore be less than that ()utside t)y an amount which can be computed

by equating the momcnt_ destroyed in a given time interval to the force acting. This gives
fi)r the pressure drop between the two sides of the flame surfaces

s '_/. 1 \
Ap

Subtracting this from (10) leaves

3/¢ s '2 /

as the pressure inside the flame surface, while combustion is in progress.

O
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown _by arrows.

Sym-

bol. ]

Designation.

Longitudinal...
Lateral ........
Normal .........

Force
{Darallel

t£1 axis 1

SVH1DOI,

I-

X X
1r I_
z z

Moment about axis. Angle.

19 etion.

rolling .... i L----_-i Y-_ ,Z
pitching..-t M ] Z-----*X
yawing ..... / N X --->Y

!

Designa-
tion.

roll.. .
pitch...
yaw ....

_relocities.

Linear
Sym- (compo- Angular.

nent along
bol. axis).

J

_I, u p
o v q
,IJ w r

_ _ Absolute coefficients of moment

M N

Diameter, D

Pitch (a) Aerodynamic pitch, p,

(b) Effective pitch, p,

(c) Mean geometric pitch, p,

(d) Virtual pitch, p,
(e) Standard _)itch, p.

Pitch ratio, p/D

Inflow velocity, V'

Slipstream velocity, V.

Angle of set of control surface (relative to
neutral position), _. (Indicate surface by

proper subscript.)

4. PROPELLER SYbIBOLS.

Thrust, T

Torque, Q
Power, P

(If "coefficients" are introduced all units
used must be consistent.)

Efficiency _- T V/P

Revolutiens per sec., n; per min., N
t

TT _

Effective helix angle • = tan-' (_--2_)

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS.

1 lb. _0.45359 kg.

1 kg.-2.20462 lb.
1 mi. - 1609.35 m. = 5280 ft.

1 m. -3.28083 ft.

1 IP = 76.04 kg. mlsec. : 550 lb. ft/sec.

1 kg. m/see. =0.01315 YP

1 mifhr. = 0.44704 m/see.
1 m/sec. = 2.23693 mi/hr.

o
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